Important dates:
30 June, 2015: Abstract Submission for Scholarship application and Refereed Papers
31 July, 2015: Full paper Submission for Scholarship application and Refereed Papers
15 August, 2015: Abstract Submission for Regular Papers
15 September, 2015: Acceptance Notification
15 October, 2015: Full Paper Submission

Date: 16 - 19 November 2015
Venue: Miyakomesse, Kyoto, Japan
Organizer: IS-GNSS 2015 Organization Committee
Chair: Prof. Hiroshi Yamakawa at Kyoto University, (Member, Committee of National Space Policy, Cabinet Office, GoJ)
Co-Organizers: Institute of Positioning, Navigation and Timing of Japan (IPNTJ), QZSS System Services, Satellite Positioning Research & Application Center
Registration fee: (Before August 18th)
60,000JPY for full registration
20,000JPY for accompanied persons
30,000JPY for full time students
(After 18 August and On-site: Plus 10,000JPY)
Inclusions: Regular Sessions, CGSIC Meeting, Conference Proceedings, Bag, Gift, Ice Breaker, Banquet, Lunch, Coffee for the Breaks

GPS/GNSS International Symposium was first held in 2000 in Seoul hosted by GNSS Technology Counsel in Korea. After that, it was held annually in Jeju (Korea), Wuhan (China), Tokyo (Japan), Sydney (Australia), Hong Kong (China), Jeju, Johor Bar (Malaysia), Tokyo, Jeju, Taipei (Taiwan), Sydney, Xi’an (China), Istanbul (Turkey) and Jeju until 2014 hosted by the member countries of IPC (International Program Committee). The 2008 meeting in Tokyo, Japan, attracted 428 attendances including 179 foreign delegates with 188 papers. The 16th Symposium will be held in Kyoto, the Ancient Capital of Japan, 16—19 November 2015.
**Symposium Announcement**

International Symposium on GNSS is intended to bring together world-leading experts engaged in PNT and GNSS technologies including industry professionals, practitioners, academics and researchers to disseminate their latest research results and allow cross-disciplinary exchange of knowledge to further advance in this area. The program will include keynote addresses, oral presentations, interactive poster sessions, and an informative trade exhibition.

The Asia and Pacific Rim meeting of the CGSIC (Civil GPS Service Interface Committee) will be co-located with IS-GNSS 2015 to help improve understanding of the world trends in developing and deploying GNSS.

**Kyoto** is the tourist jewel in Japan's crown and a must-see destination for most visitors to the country. Japan's capital from 794 to 1868, Kyoto boasts literally thousands of historic Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines as well as some of Japan's most beautiful gardens and palaces. Kyoto remains a center of traditional Japanese art and crafts, culture and cuisine. Set in a picturesque basin surrounded by green, wooded hills, the city of Kyoto is designed on a distinctive grid pattern and is easily accessible from Tokyo, Nagoya, or Osaka by Shinkansen 'bullet' train. Kyoto's beauty lies in its temples, shrines, festivals, gardens, cuisine, crafts, clothing and culture. Built in wood since the 8th century, Kyoto has evolved and changed over the centuries and continues to do so. Ravaged by fire and war over time, Kyoto has rebuilt and reinvented itself many times over. Kyoto is as much about you and your reaction and feelings to this unique city as the place itself.

**Scholarship & Refereed Papers**

The travel expense will be offered for the authors of excellent students' papers. The applicants must follow the following instruction for the refereed papers’ presenters. Presenters will be provided with the option of having their papers refereed and published with the refereed tag in the CD-ROM proceedings. Presenters who require their papers to be refereed must submit their full papers by 31 July, 2015. Refereed papers will be reviewed before acceptance of contributions to the symposium in order to ensure the highest quality and to meet the requirements for the refereed publication standard. The referees will be asked to make an “accept/reject” decision. Rejected papers will be presented at the conference but published without the tag in the proceedings. Non-refereed papers will be required to be submitted by 16 October, 2015 for inclusion in the proceedings.

**3 Options for the Contribution and Dead Lines**

1. Abstract (Print) 6/30 + Reviewed Full Paper (CD-ROM) 7/31
2. Abstract (Print) 8/15 + Full Paper (CD-ROM) 10/15
3. Abstract (Print) 8/15 + PPT (CD-ROM) 10/15 for Introductions of New Products, New Services, Test Results,